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[1] A fundamental goal of studying earth surface processes is to disentangle the complex
web of interactions among baselevel, tectonics, climate, and rock properties that generate
characteristic landforms. Mechanistic geomorphic transport laws can quantitatively address
this goal, but no widely accepted law for landslides exists. Here we propose a transport
law for deep-seated landslides in weathered bedrock and demonstrate its utility using a
two-dimensional numerical landscape evolution model informed by study areas in the
Waipaoa catchment, New Zealand, and the Eel River catchment, California. We deﬁne a
non-dimensional landslide number, which is the ratio of the horizontal landslide ﬂux to the
vertical tectonic ﬂux, that characterizes three distinct landscape types. One is dominated by
stochastic landsliding, whereby discrete landslide events episodically erode material at rates
exceeding the long-term uplift rate. Another is characterized by steady landsliding, in which
the landslide ﬂux at any location remains constant through time and is greatest at the steepest
locations in the catchment. The third is not signiﬁcantly affected by landsliding. In both the
“stochastic landsliding” and “steady landsliding” regimes, increases in the non-dimensional
landslide number systematically reduce catchment relief and widen valley spacing, producing
long, low angle hillslopes despite high uplift rates. The stochastic landsliding regime captures
the frequent observation that deep-seated landslides produce large sediment ﬂuxes from small
areal extents while being active only a fraction of the time. We suggest that this model is
adaptable to a wide range of geologic settings and is useful for interpreting climate-driven
changes in landslide behavior.
Citation: Booth, A. M., J. J. Roering, and A. W. Rempel (2013), Topographic signatures and a general transport law for
deep-seated landslides in a landscape evolution model, J. Geophys. Res. Earth Surf., 118, doi:10.1002/jgrf.20051.

attributes, such as slope or drainage area, as well as material
properties, such as bulk density or material strength
[Dietrich et al., 2003]. Ideally, these laws derive from simple
mechanistic principles, and ﬁeld, experimental, and mathematical modeling studies support their utility. Several geomorphic
transport laws have been proposed and proven useful for
studies of landscape evolution, including soil transport on
hillslopes [Culling, 1960; Roering et al., 1999], soil production from bedrock [Heimsath et al., 1997], and detachmentlimited river incision [Howard and Kerby, 1983]. However,
many other geomorphic processes lack established transport
laws, especially those processes with rates and basic properties
that vary dramatically over wide ranges of temporal and spatial
scales. This paper focuses on one of these processes: deepseated landslides, which we deﬁne here as extending to the
depth of the lowermost weathering front.
[4] Landslides with sizes and rates of movement spanning
many orders of magnitude are the dominant erosion process
in many catchments where erosion rates are high (greater
than ~ 1 mm yr1). The topography often manifests this
process dominance through uniformly high relief and steep
topographic gradients, or threshold hillslopes, which are insensitive to changes in uplift rate [Schmidt and Montgomery,
1995; Burbank et al., 1996; Montgomery and Brandon,
2002] but can differ among bedrock types [Korup, 2008]
and with climate [Gabet et al., 2004]. Erosion rates derived

1. Introduction
[2] The topographic characteristics of a drainage basin are
governed by complex interactions among various hillslope
and channel processes, which in turn are sensitive to changes
in baselevel, climate, and rock properties. A fundamental
goal of studying earth surface processes is to disentangle this
complex web of interactions in order to quantitatively relate
observed topographic forms to the underlying geomorphic
processes [National Research Council, 2010]. Such quantitative relationships are required in order to infer previous
drivers of landscape evolution based on current landscape
characteristics, as well as to predict how landscapes will
respond to changes in these drivers.
[3] A common approach for making such interpretations
or predictions is to utilize geomorphic transport laws, which
give sediment ﬂuxes or incision rates based on topographic
1
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of weathering depth and the land surface slope, in a landscape
evolution model, but explored only a limited range of model
parameters. Later, Kirkby [1987] also developed a general
model for mass movements but explored only topographic
proﬁles. Hergarten and Neugebauer [1998, 1999] demonstrated that a landslide ﬂux depending on both depth and slope
could produce stochastic landslide behavior consistent with
the theory of self-organized criticality [Bak et al., 1988].
Numerous models have invoked a threshold topographic
gradient to simulate bedrock landsliding but arbitrarily deposited the material removed from slopes exceeding the threshold
at downslope locations [Tucker and Bras, 1998; van der Beek
and Braun, 1999; Dadson and Church, 2005]. To date,
Densmore et al. [1998] have included the most realistic
treatment of deep-seated landsliding in a landscape evolution
model by assigning a probability of failure to each grid cell
in a model landscape based on a mechanistically determined
critical hillslope height. Failed material was deposited in the
valley network, where it could experience feedbacks with
channel processes. Despite this rather detailed treatment of
landsliding, however, the choices of failure probability and
deposit geometry were arbitrary and not relevant to moderate
relief catchments dominated by deep-seated landsides.
[6] Here we propose a general transport law for a range of
deep-seated landslide processes motivated by observations of
sites on the north island of New Zealand and the northern

from landslide frequency-size distributions conﬁrm the importance of landsliding, which can keep pace with or even exceed
the tectonic uplift rate [Hovius et al., 1997, 2011; Malamud
et al., 2004; Blodgett and Isacks, 2007; Parker et al., 2011;
Larsen and Montgomery, 2012]. These studies focused on
some of the world’s highest mountain ranges, with thousands
of meters of relief, but many other regions have high erosion
rates and only modest topographic relief of hundreds of meters
[Grifﬁths, 1982; Milliman and Syvitski, 1992]. We note that
many of these settings are commonly underlain by mechanically weak bedrock that is especially prone to weathering
and deep-seated landsliding. Deep-seated landslides keep pace
with rapid uplift rates by providing a large ﬂux of sediment
from a small area [Kelsey, 1978; Mackey and Roering,
2011], but little is known about how this process plays out at
longer than historic timescales over which drainage basins
evolve. Figure 1 provides one snapshot of such a landscape
from the Waipaoa catchment, North Island, New Zealand,
where Holocene erosion rates are 3–4 mm yr1 [Berryman
et al., 2000] and deep-seated landslides abound.
[5] Despite the known importance of landslides to landscape evolution in a variety of settings, a geomorphic transport
law for deep-seated landslides that can be straightforwardly
implemented in a two-dimensional landscape evolution model
remains elusive. Ahnert [1976, 1977] made a signiﬁcant early
attempt by including a plastic ﬂow term, which was a function

Figure 1. (a) Example of a catchment dominated by slow-moving, deep-seated landslides near the
Waipaoa River, North Island, New Zealand (~ 38.34 S and 177.93 E, indicated in Figure 2). (b) The
authors’ interpretation of recent deep-seated landslide activity. Numerous scarps and landslide deposits
exist amidst remnants of stable ridges. In the foreground, the individual landslides coalesce into a large,
low gradient toe deposit. (c) Lidar-derived hillshade map of the area. Contour interval is 20 m, and the
dashed arrows approximately indicate the ﬁeld of view in Figures 1a and 1b.
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sites with extensive deep-seated landsliding, one in the Waipaoa
catchment, North Island, New Zealand, and the other along the
Eel River, northern California, United States. We then use lidarderived topographic data and slope-area statistics to document
the topographic signatures of these deep-seated landslides.

California coast ranges of the United States. At these sites, we
ﬁrst use high-resolution topographic data to document a
topographic signature of slow, deep-seated landslides.
Motivated by empirical observations of vertical velocity proﬁles
from deep-seated landslides throughout the world, we model
landslides as non-Newtonian ﬂuids so that landslide sediment
ﬂux depends nonlinearly on the landslide thickness and topographic gradient. Flow law parameters for a given site can be
estimated from borehole inclinometer data. When combined
with existing geomorphic transport laws for soil creep, channel
incision, and bedrock weathering, modeled landslides systematically inhibit channel formation and reduce catchment-averaged
topographic gradients to produce similar topographic signatures
to those observed in the study areas. We document a rich variety
of landscapes produced over a wide range of model parameters
and show that a non-dimensional landslide number predicts the
transition from stable, ridge-valley topography to landslidedominated topography. The nature of this transition depends
on the initial weathered zone thickness relative to the steady
state thickness, which provides the mechanically weak material
capable of generating landslides.

2.1. Study Areas
[8] Our ﬁrst study area is 160 km2 situated just east of
the Waipaoa River near Whatatutu, North Island,
New Zealand (Figure 2). Bedrock there is mainly mudstone
of Miocene to Pleistocene age [Mazengarb and Speeden,
2000]. The Miocene Tolaga Group rocks are most abundant
and consist of undifferentiated, massive, thinly bedded, and
slightly calcareous mudstones with rare sandstone, tuff, and
conglomerate beds. Small regions underlain by either Pliocene
mudstones and sandstones of the Mangaheia Group or
Pleistocene sediments of the Mangatuna Formation exist in
the southern part of the study area. In Figure 2 and throughout
the text, we refer to these units collectively as mudstone. A
melange of severely crushed Cretaceous to early Miocene
lithologies in a sheared mudstone matrix underlies the
northwestern part of the study area (Figure 2). The mudstone
and melange portions of the study area both exhibit signs of
widespread deep-seated landsliding, an example of which is
shown in Figure 1. In the mudstone, deep-seated earthﬂows
as well as shallow soil slips are common, while in the melange,
earthﬂows are rampant and accompanied by minor gullying

2. Topographic Signatures of Slow-Moving,
Deep-Seated Landslides
[7] To motivate and inform our landscape evolution model,
we ﬁrst describe the geology and tectonic settings of two study

Figure 2. Lidar-derived hillshade map of the Waipaoa study area, with outlined geologic units used in
the slope-area plot (Figure 4). White rectangle outlines the location of Figure 1.
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[10] Our second study area is 180 km2 along the main stem
of the Eel River south of Alderpoint, California, United States
(Figure 3). Bedrock there is the central belt of the Franciscan
Complex, part of a metamorphosed and tectonically sheared
Jurassic to Cretaceous accretionary prism [McLaughlin et al.,
2000]. A highly sheared melange of meta-argillite with
isolated blocks of chert, greenstone, and serpentinite underlies
most of the northeastern part of the study area. In Figure 3, we
delineate the widespread melange unit and exclude the largest
of the chert, greenstone, and serpentinite blocks, such as in
the northern portion of the study area. Metasandstone and
meta-argillite of the Broken Formation underlie most of the
southwestern part of the study area, and we refer to this unit
simply as sandstone throughout the text. Deep-seated
earthﬂows with irregular gully networks incised on their
surfaces are common throughout the study area but especially
abundant in the melange unit and transport material
with surface velocities averaging ~ 0.4 m yr1 [Mackey and
Roering, 2011]. As in the Waipaoa study area, these
earthﬂows transport weathered, clay-rich material with the
occasional block of harder rock or other debris.
[11] This study area is actively uplifting due to its position
relative to the northward migrating Mendocino Triple Junction
[Furlong and Govers, 1999; Furlong and Schwartz, 2004].
Using a geodynamic model, Lock et al. [2006] estimated a
current uplift rate of 0.5–1 mm yr1 in our study area, which
is similar to the modern, catchment-averaged erosion rate of
~0.9 mm yr1 estimated from suspended sediment data near

[Jessen et al., 1999]. The New Zealand Land Resource Inventory Erosion Classiﬁcation system [Eyles, 1985] deﬁnes each
of these failure styles as follows: soil slips are rapid, shallow
failures conﬁned to less than 1 m below the surface, gullying
removes soil or soft rock by the overland ﬂow of water in narrow, ephemeral channels, and earthﬂows involve the ﬂow of
soil and underlying regolith while retaining a deforming surface cover. In our study area, earthﬂows commonly occur as
deep-seated landslide complexes with soil slips and gully erosion occurring on the surface of the complex. Field
reconnaissance indicates that the active deep-seated earthﬂows
typically consist of well-mixed, clay-rich, weathered material
with occasional logs and blocks of harder rock.
[9] The study site resides in a tectonically active region and
has been experiencing rock uplift of ~0.7 mm yr1 since the
late Pleistocene, based on the deformation of aggradational
terraces along the Waipaoa River [Berryman et al., 2000].
The elevation of the most recent terrace relative to the modern
river indicates that the Waipaoa has incised at an average
rate of 3–4 mm yr1 over the past 18,000 years just to the west
of our study area [Berryman et al., 2000]. Throughout the
Waipaoa catchment, terraces and numerous knickpoints in
tributary headwaters have decoupled areas of relict topography
from this incision [Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Gomez and
Livingston, 2012], but in our study area, this relict topography
is relatively rare. Most of the mechanically weak slopes there
have adjusted to the rapid decrease in baselevel through mass
wasting processes [Marden et al., 2008].

Figure 3. Lidar-derived hillshade map of the Eel River study area, with outlined geologic units used in
the slope-area plot (Figure 4). White rectangle outlines the location of Figure 5.
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as the hillslope-valley transition [Tarboton et al., 1991;
Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993]. Figure 4a shows
a slope-area plot for each main bedrock type in each of our
study areas, along with plots from the Oregon Coast Range
and Gabilan Mesa [Roering et al., 2007], which lack deepseated landslides, for reference. We computed drainage area
in each 2  2 m grid cell using the D-inﬁnity algorithm
[Tarboton, 1997] and computed topographic gradient in the
steepest downslope direction. This combination of drainage
area and topographic gradient algorithms performed well on
both hillslopes and channels in the study areas as well as in
our modeled catchments, which allowed straightforward
comparison of the study areas and model (section 4.5). Different drainage area and topographic gradient algorithms, for
example, steepest descent and centered ﬁnite difference,
respectively, reproduced the same process regimes described
in the following paragraphs but resulted in more variability
in the binned average trends.
[15] Despite differences in bedrock type, all four slope-area
plots from the deep-seated landslide-prone lithologies exhibit
similar trends in mean topographic gradient with increasing
drainage area. In Figures 4 and 5, we identify four geomorphic
process regimes, denoted by roman numerals I–IV, between
each break in slope of the slope-area plot, and illustrate the
spatial pattern of these regimes. At small drainage areas
(regime I), slope increases rapidly until a drainage area
of ~ 20 m2. These grid cells correspond to stable ridge tops
as well as scarps and hummocks on the surfaces of active
and relict deep-seated landslides (Figure 5, pale yellow

the mouth of the Eel River [Wheatcroft and Sommerﬁeld,
2005]. Earthﬂow movement alone is historically responsible
for at least 0.45 mm yr1 of erosion in the study area [Mackey
and Roering, 2011].
[12] In both study areas, we used 2 m resolution bare earth
digital elevation models (DEMs) derived from light detection
and ranging (lidar) for our topographic analysis. NZ Aerial
Mapping collected the lidar data for the Waipaoa site in
2010, and the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping
(NCALM) collected the Eel River lidar data in 2006.
2.2. Topographic Signatures
[13] Perhaps the most visually striking features of both
study areas are the long, kilometer-scale, quasi-planar
hillslopes. Clear examples of this topography are the ridges
and valleys in the Waipaoa study area surrounding and immediately southeast of the white box in Figure 2, and the
northeast trending ridges and valleys to the southwest of the
Eel River in Figure 3. The gradient of these hillslopes is not
controlled by rock structure in either study area, and instead,
deep-seated landslides frequently span entire hillslopes from
the ridge to the channel. This correspondence suggests that
deep-seated landsliding might set this long hillslope length
scale, a connection that we quantify below using slope-area
statistics and slope distributions and then demonstrate with a
mechanistic model in section 4.
[14] Slope-area plots, which document topographic gradient
as a function of drainage area, are a standard tool for identifying the boundaries between geomorphic process regimes, such

Figure 4. (a) Lidar-derived slope-area plots for the Waipaoa and Eel River study areas, subdivided by
geologic unit (Figures 2 and 3), and the Oregon Coast Range and Gabilan Mesa for reference (reproduced
from Roering et al. [2007] with permission). For the Eel and Waipaoa, the topographic gradient is the
mean in each of 20 logarithmically spaced bins in drainage area, and standard errors are smaller than
the symbols. Figure 5 illustrates the spatial arrangement of the four geomorphic process regimes indicated
by roman numerals I–IV. (b) Probability density functions of lidar-derived topographic gradients.
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to small (meter-scale width and depth) channels, most of
which are incised into the surfaces of active and relict deepseated landslides (Figure 5, dark blue terrain). Tarolli and
Fontana [2009] observed a similar process regime in a
catchment with widespread landsliding, and we suggest that
this pattern records the interplay between deep-seated landslides and channel processes such that landslide deformation
inhibits the channels from attaining convex longitudinal
proﬁles. Also, the Oregon Coast Range and Gabilan
Mesa lack this process regime, instead transitioning directly
from hillslopes to a well-established valley network at drainage areas of ~ 200 m2. Finally, at drainage areas greater
than ~ 3  105 m2 (regime IV), slope decreases rapidly with
increasing area, and these grid cells delineate the major,
valley-forming channels that deﬁne the kilometer-scale
ridge-valley topography described earlier (Figure 5, black
line). The breadth of the distributions of topographic gradients
(Figure 4b) reﬂects this diversity of processes regimes. Instead
of a narrow distribution centered on a steep threshold slope,
each of our study sites exhibits a wide range of slopes that
result from interactions among deep-seated landslides and
other geomorphic processes. Previous studies have shown that
individual earthﬂows often have similar topographic gradients
to the surrounding terrain suggesting that earthﬂows have
shaped a large fraction of the surrounding landscape [Mackey
and Roering, 2011; Scheingross et al., 2013].

3. Landscape Evolution Model
3.1. Modeling Goals
[16] A landscape evolution model including deep-seated
landsliding should be able to produce the most salient
characteristics of deep-seated landslides in the context of
landscape evolution. First, the model should produce the
same topographic signatures identiﬁed in the preceding
section, namely, the long, quasi-planar hillslopes and the
process regimes in slope-area space (Figure 4). Additionally,
landsliding is a stochastic process, where the rate and
location of landsliding varies with time. Although this
behavior is qualitatively replicated in mechanistic simulations
with prescribed probabilities of slope failure [Densmore et al.,
1998, Stark and Guzzetti, 2009], we show that it can also
emerge from a purely mechanistic model. Detailed mapping
of slow-moving, deep-seated landslides reveals that most
deep-seated landslides are actually landslide complexes, with
many generations of landslides superimposed on one another
[Keefer and Johnson, 1983; Bovis, 1985; Mackey et al.,
2009; Mackey and Roering, 2011] reﬂecting this stochastic
nature. Our goal then is to develop a simple landscape
evolution model that produces these general landslide
characteristics and behaviors and is applicable to a wide range
of deep-seated landslides in different geologic settings. We do
so below based on observations of our study areas and by
using mechanistic equations for deep-seated landsliding and
other geomorphic processes.

Figure 5. Lidar-derived hillshade map (Figure 3, white
box), colored by drainage area, illustrating the spatial arrangement of the geomorphic process regimes identiﬁed in Figure 4.
White outline delineates a historically active earthﬂow, and
contour interval is 20 m.

terrain). This peak in the topographic gradient occurs at much
lower drainage areas than for the soil-mantled, ridge-valley
topography of the Oregon Coast Range and Gabilan Mesa,
suggesting that deep-seated landslides affect the topography
even at very small drainage areas near drainage divides. From
drainage areas of ~ 20 m2 to 3000 m2, slope then monotonically decreases (regime II). In stable terrain, these grid cells
delineate short side slopes adjacent to ridges and some
unchanneled valleys, while in deep-seated landslide terrain,
they are located just below scarps and in between hummocks
throughout the landslide body (Figure 5, pale green terrain).
At drainage areas of ~ 3000 m2, topographic gradient
tends to vary little or to slightly increase with increasing area
up to ~ 3  105 m2 (regime III). These data points correspond

3.2. Geomorphic Process Model
[17] Our landscape evolution model is based on conservation of mass, such that the change in the elevation of the land
surface at any location in a landscape is the balance of ﬂuxes
into and out of that location [Kirkby, 1971; Smith and
6
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McKean et al., 1993; Small et al., 1999], which is applicable
to gently sloping, soil-mantled landscapes:

Bretherton, 1972; Ahnert, 1976; Willgoose et al., 1991;
Howard, 1994; Tucker and Bras, 1998]. In our study
areas, we identify four key ﬂuxes, each related to a speciﬁc
geomorphic process: (1) uplift of bedrock relative to baselevel,
(2) incision in channels, (3) near-surface soil creep, and
(4) deep-seated landslide deformation of weathered material.
For these four processes, continuity requires that
@z rr
¼
U  e  rðqs þ qls Þ;
@t rls

qs ¼ Drz;

where D is a constant with the same units as a diffusivity
(L2 T 1). If hillslopes steepen beyond a gradient of ~ 0.6, a
nonlinear dependence of ﬂux on gradient is more appropriate,
as shown by Roering et al. [1999] for the Oregon Coast Range,
for example. However, most parts of our study, areas have
gentler slopes (Figure 4b), and we focus on modeling landscapes with similarly gentle slopes.
[21] The ﬁnal ﬂux term in equation (1) describes the
transport of material by deep-seated landslides, the expression
for which we propose based on observations of landslides in
our study areas and similar landslides elsewhere. In general,
to predict landslide ﬂux at any location in a landscape, one
needs to determine the landslide’s thickness and velocity at
that location, which suggests an equation of the form

(1)

where z (with units of length, L) is the land surface
elevation, t (T ) is time, rr (M L3) is the bulk density of
bedrock, rls (M L3) is the bulk density of weathered
material, U (L T 1) is the vertical uplift rate relative to
baselevel, e (L T 1) is the vertical rate of channel incision,
qs (L2 T 1) is the horizontal soil creep ﬂux per unit contour
width, qls (L2 T 1) is the horizontal deep-seated landslide
ﬂux per unit contour width, and boldface type indicates
vectors. In this framework, each geomorphic process represented on the right-hand side of equation (1) acts everywhere
in the landscape at all times, and the landscape’s particular
form results from a competition among these processes over
time [Smith and Bretherton, 1972; Howard, 1994; Tucker
and Bras, 1998]. We propose a new geomorphic transport
law to determine the deep-seated landslide ﬂux but rely on
established geomorphic transport laws for the remaining
geomorphic processes.
[18] The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of equation (1) is
a source term, where U is the vertical bedrock uplift rate
relative to baselevel, and the density ratio, rr/rls, allows for a
volumetric expansion as that rock is weathered and converted
to mobile sediment. In our model, we assume uplift is spatially
and temporally uniform relative to a ﬁxed baselevel in order to
isolate the effects of the surface processes in shaping the
modeled drainage basin.
[19] The second term on the right-hand side of equation (1)
describes the rate of incision due to overland ﬂow of water. We
use a general stream power type model [Howard and Kerby,
1983] to describe this process, which assumes that the incision
rate is a power law function of drainage area and topographic
gradient, such that
e ¼ KAm jrzjn ;
1  2m

1

(3)

qls ¼ uls H;

(4)

where uls (L T1) is the vertically averaged velocity and
H (L) is the thickness [Tucker and Hancock, 2010]. Most slope
failures in both our study areas are “composite earth slideearth ﬂows” [Cruden and Varnes, 1996], which transport
sediment down slope through a combination of ﬂuid-like
internal deformation and frictional slip on a shear surface
[Brunsden, 1984; Keefer and Johnson, 1983; Zhang et al.,
1991; Swanston et al., 1995; Baum et al., 2004]. Vertical
velocity proﬁles from borehole inclinometer data from these
types of landslides therefore commonly have a plug ﬂow
shape in which a millimeter- to meter-scale shear zone at the
base of the landslide accommodates most of the shear strain,
while material near the surface translates essentially as a rigid
block [Keefer and Johnson, 1983; Iverson, 1986a; Pyles et al.,
1987; Malet and Maquaire, 2003]. Properties of this shear
zone, modulated by ﬂuid pressure in the pore spaces as the
material deforms, control landslide motion over daily to
seasonal timescales [Iverson and Major, 1987; Hilley et al.,
2004; Iverson, 2005; Schulz et al., 2009a]. However, it
remains unclear how landslide deformation evolves over
longer timescales when multiple generations of landslide
activity distributed throughout a catchment interact with other
geomorphic processes to set the long-term topographic
characteristics of that catchment. We therefore adopt a general,
continuum mechanics approach that reproduces the general
form of landslide velocity proﬁles in order to simulate
landslide behavior. In doing so, we deliberately sacriﬁce
some of the details of short timescale landslide motion in
exchange for a landslide model that easily couples with other
geomorphic transport laws in a grid-based numerical
landscape evolution model. Speciﬁcally, we assume a nonNewtonian rheology [Barnes et al., 1989] for modeled
landslides with the form

(2)
2

where K (L
T ) is a coefﬁcient of erosion, A (L ) is
drainage area, |rz| is the magnitude of the topographic gradient, and m and n are dimensionless constants. Equation (2)
derives from the assumption that incision is detachment
limited without a threshold such that all material eroded from
the bed is transported completely out of the system. The drainage area, A, serves as a proxy for a characteristic water
discharge, so that the exponent m reﬂects hydraulic geometry,
drainage basin hydrology, and the dependence of incision on
shear stress [Whipple and Tucker, 1999].
[20] The ﬁrst ﬂux term on the right-hand side of equation
(1) describes the transport of near-surface sediment by soil
creep, which results from the dilation and subsequent
settling of soil particles due to a variety of biologic and
physical processes [Selby, 1993]. This ﬂux increases with the
magnitude of the topographic gradient, resulting in convex
hillslopes [Gilbert, 1877, 1909; Davis, 1892]. We assume a
linear relationship for this dependence [Culling, 1960;

p1
e_ ij ¼ aseff
sij ;

(5)

where eij (T 1) is a component of the strain rate tensor, a
(Lp M p T 2p  1) is a ﬂow law constant, seff (M L1 T 2) is
the effective stress, p is a dimensionless ﬂow law exponent,
and sij (M L1 T 2) is the corresponding component of
the deviatoric stress tensor (M L1 T 2). Iverson
7
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shear zones determined from borehole measurements in
deep-seated earthﬂows are typically at or just above the
interface between intact bedrock and weathered material
[Swanson and Swanston, 1977; Brunsden, 1984; Trotter,
1993]. In our study areas, at several locations where deep
channel incision has exposed shear zones, these zones also
occur at or within a few centimeters of the interface between
weathered material and fresh bedrock. This correspondence
suggests that landslides in our study areas tend to initiate
in the weaker weathered material just above fresh bedrock
or that landslide shear zones tend to enhance weathering at
that depth. We assume the former for the purposes of this
model based on studies of groundwater-driven weathering
of mudrocks similar to those in our study areas [Rempe
et al., 2010; Salve et al., 2012; Rempe and Dietrich, 2012;
Dietrich et al., 2012]. In these lithologies, the groundwater
table likely sets the maximum depth of weathering, which
results in a high hydraulic conductivity contrast between
fresh and weathered rock. This causes groundwater to
become seasonally perched above the fresh bedrock, further
enhancing weathering and generating high pore pressures in
the weaker rock just above this interface. In this interpretation, deep-seated earthﬂows are not often thicker than the
weathered zone because the strength of the underlying intact
bedrock is much greater. Just above the fresh bedrock, high
shear stresses and high seasonal pore water pressures in
weak material make shear zones more likely to develop. At
a broader spatial scale, Gage and Black [1979] noted that
widespread deep-seated landsliding occurred near our
Waipaoa study area in response to a dramatic lowering of
the groundwater table and weathering front following
the last glacial maximum. This suggests that shear zones
tend to migrate downward through time, relative to the
uplifting terrain, in approximate concordance with the
weathering front.
[24] We incorporate this behavior into our model by tracking the weathering front and allowing all material above this
interface to deform and contribute to the deep-seated landslide ﬂux according to equation (11). The subsurface of the
modeled landscape therefore consists of fresh rock, which
is not allowed to deform, and weathered rock, which is
allowed to deform. Mobile landslide material at any location
in the landscape can come directly from bedrock weathering
or from the transport of pre-existing weathered material. In a
simpler one-dimensional model, Booth and Roering [2011]
assumed a constant weathered zone thickness as a ﬁrstorder approximation. Here, we instead follow previous landscape evolution models [Ahnert, 1976; Densmore et al.,
1998; Hergarten and Neugebauer, 1998, 1999] and let the
production of weathered material from bedrock evolve with
time according to

P ¼ P0 exp H =Ho Þ;
(12)

[1986a, 1986b, 1986c] used a similar rheology-based
approach to investigate the response of an earthﬂow to
perturbations to its stress ﬁeld, while Vulliet and Hutter
[1988a, 1988b, 1988c] and Vulliet [2000] have accurately
predicted the deformation of slow-moving landslides over
yearly time scales using this and similar rheologies in ﬁnite
element models. To implement equation (5) in a longer-term
landscape evolution model, we make a simplifying assumption that shear in the down slope direction is the dominant
component of the deviatoric stress tensor, such that
0

0
s@ 0
tzx

0
0
tzy

1
txz
tyz A;
0

(6)

where the subscripts refer to a slope-normal coordinate
system. The effective stress then reduces to
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
seff ¼ t2xz þ t2yz :
(7)
[22] Note that ice also deforms according to equation (5)
with p ~ 3 [Glen, 1955], and glacier and ice sheet models
commonly refer to the assumptions in equations (6) and
(7) as the shallow ice approximation [Hutter, 1983]. Given
this shallow ﬂow approximation, the magnitudes of txz and
tyz are given by the x and y components of the shear stress
vector, t (M L1 T 2), at depth, d (L), in a landslide, determined by
t ¼ rls gdrz;

(8)

where g (L T 2) is gravitational acceleration. Substituting
equation (8) into equations (5) and (7) gives the shear strain
rate as
@u
¼ aðrgd Þp jrzjp1 rz;
@z

(9)

where u (L T 1) is the horizontal velocity vector [Rutt et al.,
2009]. Integrating equation (9) once with respect to z gives
the vertical velocity proﬁle within the landslide:
u¼


aðrls gÞp jrzjp1  pþ1
 ðH  hÞpþ1 rz;
H
pþ1

(10)

where h (L) is height above the base of the landslide
[Huybrechts, 1990; Turcotte and Schubert, 2002, p. 311].
The shape of this velocity proﬁle depends nonlinearly on
h, with different values of p controlling shear localization.
For p = 1, the velocity proﬁle is parabolic as for a Newtonian
viscous ﬂuid, while the proﬁle becomes more plug-like with
increasing p and approaches that of a rigid block with an
inﬁnitesimally small shear zone as p ! 1. Integrating
equation (10) with respect to z gives the depth-integrated
landslide ﬂux per unit contour width:
qls ¼

aðrls gÞp jrzjp1 pþ2
H rz;
pþ2

where P (L T1) is the weathering rate, P0 (L T1) is the
maximum weathering rate when the weathered thickness is
zero, and H0 (L) is a characteristic thickness. Equation (12)
is commonly used to model soil production from saprolite
with H0 typically less than 1 m [e.g., Heimsath et al.,
1997], but in this study, we assume that a production function of this form holds for deep weathering of intact bedrock
as well, with H0 > 1. Several studies of the chemical

(11)

which has the form of a geomorphic transport law and incorporates readily into the mass balance framework of equation (1).
[23] Importantly, equation (11) depends strongly on landslide thickness, which can vary substantially with time and
location in a landslide-prone catchment. In order to predict
landslide thickness in our model, we note that the deepest
8
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weathering of bedrock support this assumption [Gabet et al.,
2006; Burke et al., 2007; Lebedeva et al., 2007], but deﬁning
a production function for the deep weathering of fresh
bedrock remains an active area of research.
[25] Substituting equations (2), (3), and (11) into equation (1)
gives the governing equation for our landscape evolution
model:
@z rr
¼
U  KAm jrzjn þ Dr2 z
@t rls

aðrls gÞp 
r jrzjp1 H pþ2 rz ;

pþ2

4. Results
[27] Using the numerical model described above, we fully
explore the parameter space and characterize the tectonic
and geomorphic conditions at which landslides occur in
the modeled catchment. We ﬁrst estimate the ﬂow law
constant, a (equations (5)–(11)), for a variety of deep-seated
landslides throughout the world (Table 1). We then show that
the model produces three distinct landscape types which can
be classiﬁed within a parameter space deﬁned by two nondimensional numbers. The ﬁrst type of landscape is unaffected
by landsliding and consists of ridge-valley topography. The
second is characterized by steady landsliding, in which the
landslide ﬂux accommodates a large fraction of the total ﬂux,
but remains constant through time at each location within the
catchment. The third is dominated by stochastic landsliding,
whereby discrete landslide events episodically transport
material at rates exceeding the long-term rate of baselevel fall.
The ﬁrst non-dimensional number is the ratio of the characteristic landslide ﬂux to the tectonic ﬂux, and this number deﬁnes
when the topography transitions from being dominated by soil
creep and ﬂuvial incision to being dominated by deep-seated
landslides. The second non-dimensional number is the ratio
of the modeled catchment’s initial weathered zone thickness
to the steady state weathered zone thickness, which characterizes the initial conditions that result in stochastic landsliding.
We then examine catchment-scale topographic measures by
tracking the inﬂuence of deep-seated landsliding on mean
topographic gradients and valley spacing, and conclude by
demonstrating that the model produces the same topographic
signatures, recorded by slope-area statistics, as are found in
our study areas.

(13)

which describes the time evolution of the land surface elevation at every location in a drainage basin and is coupled to
equation (12) to determine H (section A and equations
(A1), (A2), and (A9)). We refer to the ﬁrst term on the
right-hand side of equation (13) as the source term since it
describes the steady addition of mass to the modeled
catchment by uplift relative to baselevel. We refer to the
second term as the ﬂuvial incision term, which describes a
nonlinear advective process with an effective velocity of
KAm|rz|n  1. The third term is the soil creep term, which
has a diffusive form and an effective diffusivity of D. We
refer to the last term as the landslide term, which has the
form of nonlinear diffusion with an effective diffusivity of
a(rlsg) p|rz| p  1H p+2/( p + 2).
3.3. Numerical Model
[26] To test whether our landscape evolution model
captures the fundamental landslide behaviors outlined in
section 3.1, we implement equations (12) and (13) in a numerical model that simulates the evolution of a ~ 1 km2 catchment,
which is similar in size to those in our study areas. We integrate equation (13) forward in time using ﬁnite differences
(section A) until the time-averaged sediment ﬂux leaving the
model catchment balances the tectonic ﬂux into the catchment
and focus on these steady state model landscapes. The initial
condition for the land surface elevation is a plane with
meter-scale random roughness and a mean elevation of 2 m,
while the initial condition for the elevation of the weathering
front is also a plane with meter-scale roughness, but a mean
elevation of 0 m. One corner of the modeled drainage basin
is ﬁxed at an elevation of 0 m, while the rest of the model
domain uplifts relative to this baselevel. No ﬂux boundary
conditions on the remaining boundary nodes ensure that material uplifted into the model domain leaves the catchment
through this ﬁxed elevation outlet. To focus our modeling
efforts, we use the same constant values for some of the
free parameters in equation (13), such that rr = 2700 kg m3,
rls = 1700 kg m3, m = 0.5, and n = 1 in all our model runs.
Regarding this value of m, note that the numerical scheme
assumes a channel width in each node that is smaller than
the grid spacing and scales as A0.5 (section A and equations
(A4)–(A5)). This effectively increases m and results in more
concave channel longitudinal proﬁles than those produced
when m = 0.5. We focus on a ﬂow law exponent of p = 3,
which is within the range of 1 to 15 reported in previous
studies [Vulliet and Hutter, 1988a, 1988b, 1988c; Vulliet,
2000] and allows the model to run in a reasonable amount
of time (section A), but brieﬂy explore the effects of higher
p values in section 4.4.

4.1. Estimation of the Landslide Parameter a
[28] To determine what values of a to use in our numerical
simulations, with the ﬂow law exponent ﬁxed at p = 3, we
applied equation (10) to previously studied deep-seated
landslides with observations of velocity, thickness, and
topographic gradient from borehole data (Table 1) [Keefer
and Johnson, 1983; Vulliet and Hutter, 1988a, 1988b; Zhang
et al., 1991; Cristescu et al., 2002; Malet and Maquaire, 2003;
Borgatti et al., 2006; Savage and Wasowski, 2006]. For
studies that reported a complete vertical velocity proﬁle, we
iteratively determined the value of a that minimized the
root mean square error between the predicted and observed
velocity proﬁles. If the study provided only a surface velocity,
we set h = H in equation (10) and solved for a directly.
The best-ﬁt values of a range from ~ 1063 m3 kg3 yr5 for
the slower and deeper landslides to ~ 1055 m3 kg3 yr5
for the faster and thinner landslides, since a is proportional
to u and inversely proportional to Hp+1 (equation (10)). At a
given study site, a often varies by an order of magnitude or
more when determined from borehole data at different
locations or at different times on the same landslide. This
could be due to the material properties of the landslide actually
changing from one location or time to another, or might be an
artifact of using a shallow ﬂow approximation, which ignores
longitudinal stresses. Nonetheless, these order of magnitude
estimates suggest the approximate range of a to explore in
our numerical simulations described below. For several
velocity proﬁles, a larger p resulted in a slightly better ﬁt, but
we focus on p = 3 for consistency among the many model runs
9
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Table 1. Estimation of the Flow Law Constant, a
Reference

Reference Figure

Density, rls (kg m3)

Depth, H (m)

Slope, |rz|

Flow Law Constant, a
(m3 kg3 yr5)a

Figure 8
Figure 12
Figure 13
Figure 29
Figure 3
Figure 8
Figure 1a
Table 2

2000
1700b
1700b
1730
1700b
1700b
2041
2041
2041
2041
2041
1700b
1800
1800
1800
1800

16
20
8
0.5
9
17
26.5
20
14.85
22
15.35
7
5
5
6
3

0.25c
0.29d
0.36d
0.27e
0.46e
0.12d
0.23
0.16
0.19
0.07
0.29
0.27e
0.47
0.09
0.14
0.32

1061
1062
1061
1055
1061
1060
1063
1062
1062
1062
1062
1059
1058
1056
1058
1057

Borgatti et al. [2006]
Cristescu et al. [2002]
Keefer and Johnson [1983]
Malet and Maquaire [2003]
Savage and Wasowski [2006]
Vulliet and Hutter [1988a]

Vulliet and Hutter [1988b]
Zhang et al. [1991]

Figure 8
Figure 4, G
Figure 4, H
Figure 4, M
Figure 4, N

a

From best-ﬁt velocity proﬁle when p = 3.
Approximate density because not provided in reference.
Approximate slope based on reported mobilized friction angle.
d
Approximate slope based on reported topographic maps.
e
Approximate slope based on reported average slope.
b
c

reported in the following sections, and brieﬂy report the
inﬂuence of higher values of p in section 4.4.

and V  ¼

4.2. Non-dimensionalization and Identiﬁcation of Three
Landscape Classes
[29] One measure of the importance of landslides in shaping
a model catchment is the size the landslide term (the last term
on the right-hand side of equation (13)) relative to the ﬂuvial
incision and soil creep terms (the second and third terms on
the right-hand side of equation (13), respectively). To compare
the sizes of these terms, we non-dimensionalize equation (13)
with the aim of being able to estimate the characteristic length
scales with analytical solutions to the governing equations
when possible, or by measuring them directly from the
modeled topography. We take z as a characteristic vertical
length scale associated with uplift, x as a characteristic vertical
length scale associated with weathering, l as a characteristic
horizontal length scale, and θ = z/U as a characteristic time
scale. By using length scales speciﬁc to each process
included in the model, we ensure that the derivatives in
the non-dimensional governing equation are of order unity
for straightforward comparison of the magnitudes of each term.
Substituting z* = z/z, H* = H/x, x* = x/l, y* = y/l, and t* = t/θ
gives the non-dimensional governing equation as
@z
¼ r  K  Am jrz jn þ D r2 z
@t 


V  r jrz jp1 H pþ2 rz ;

 
U
:
x ¼ H0 ln
P0

(15a)

K ¼

Kl2mn zn
;
U

(15b)

Dz
;
U l2

(15c)

D ¼

(16)

[30] For the characteristic horizontal length scale, l, we use
the hillslope length scale, deﬁned as one half of the ﬁrst-order
valley spacing. For modeled landscapes where landsliding is
unimportant (V* = 0), this can be estimated using

l¼

D 1n
z
K



1
2ðm þ 1Þ  n

;

(17)

assuming that the ﬂuvial incision and soil creep terms are the
only signiﬁcant contributors to sediment transport in the
catchment [Perron et al., 2008a]. The steady state hillslope
relief is a natural choice for z, but it is often quite variable
across a landscape and not known a priori for a given model
run. We therefore assume instead that the catchment’s mean
 j , is equivalent to z/l, since this
topographic gradient, jrz
can easily be measured from the modeled topography and is
quite consistent among different model runs with the same
parameters. Substituting equation (17) into equation (15d)
then yields a single non-dimensional number that captures
the importance of the landslide term relative to the ﬂuvial
incision and soil creep terms:

(14)

rr
;
rls

(15d)

and the asterisks denote dimensionless quantities. For a given
model run, the quantities rr, rls, K, U, D, a, and p are speciﬁed
directly, while the quantities l, z, and x evolve with time
according to equations (12) and (13). We therefore outline a
straightforward approach for estimating these three length
scales using either analytical solutions to the governing
equations or measurements of the resulting topography. The
steady state weathered zone thickness is a natural choice for
x, which can be predicted for any model run by

where
r ¼

aðrls g Þp zp xpþ2
;
U ðp þ 2Þlpþ1
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1
 j p xpþ2  K 
a rls gjrz
2ðm þ 1Þ  n
V ¼
:
U ðp þ 2Þ
Dz1n


landsliding. We deﬁne the normalized initial weathered zone
thickness as

(18)

x ¼

[31] Speciﬁcally, V* is the ratio of the average landslide
ﬂux per unit width (equation (11)) to the vertical tectonic
ﬂux per unit width, Ul, on a hillslope with a horizontal
length scale set by equation (17). For m = 0.5 and n = 1, as
we use in this study, equation (18) simpliﬁes to

 j p xpþ2 K 1
a rls gjrz
2
V ¼
;
D
U ðp þ 2Þ


x0
x

;

(20)

where x0 is the maximum initial weathered zone thickness of
a model run.
[33] The non-dimensional landslide number, V*, and the
normalized initial weathered zone thickness, x*, deﬁne a
parameter space that classiﬁes the three types of landscapes
produced by the model: no landsliding, steady landsliding,
and stochastic landsliding (Figure 6). In generating this example
parameter space, we held U = 1 mm yr1, D = 0.01 m2 yr1, and
K = 0.01 yr1 constant and ran the model over values of x
ranging from ~ 0.8 to 8 m and values of a ranging from 1064
to 1058 m3 kg3 yr5, as suggested by Table 1. These values
correspond to x* ~ 0.4 to 4 and V* ~ 103 to 103.
[34] On the left-hand side of this parameter space, we
deﬁne the “no landsliding” regime as all landscapes with
mean topographic gradients and standard deviations of
weathered zone thicknesses that vary by less than 5% from
those of landscapes where V* = 0. In this regime, V* is
always less than ~ 2, and no landslides occur, indicating that
the landslide term is unimportant relative to the soil creep
and ﬂuvial incision terms in shaping the topography. Landscapes in this regime consist of ridges and valleys, such as
those in Figures 6d, 7c, 8c, and 9b, and the combination of
soil creep on hillslopes and ﬂuvial incision in channels alone
keeps pace with tectonic uplift.
[35] In the lower right portion of the parameter space, we
deﬁne the “steady landsliding” regime as all landscapes with
a mean topographic gradient that is less than that of landscapes

(19)

which highlights the relative importance of each parameter on
the right-hand side in determining V* for a model catchment.
All else being equal, V* increases linearly with a and
nonlinearly with rls, g, |rz|, and x because each of these variables directly inﬂuences the magnitude of the deep-seated
landslide ﬂux (equation (11)). An increase in K or a decrease
in D causes a weak nonlinear increase in V* by decreasing
the hillslope length scale, which increases the mean
topographic gradient and therefore indirectly increases the
landslide ﬂux. An increase in U causes a decrease in V*
because it increases the vertical ﬂux of material relative to
the horizontal landslide ﬂux.
[32] The non-dimensional landslide number, V*, captures
the overall importance of the landslide term in shaping
topography but does not take into account the model’s initial
conditions. Landslide thickness is directly set by the weathered
zone thickness in our model, and we ﬁnd that the initial value
of the weathered zone thickness plays an important role in
determining whether or not the model produces stochastic

Figure 6. (a) Parameter space illustrating the three model landscape classes as a function of the nondimensional landslide number, V*, and the normalized initial weathered zone thickness, x*. (b)–(d) Example
landscapes of stochastic landsliding, steady landsliding, and no landsliding. Thin black arrows indicate
the location of each example landscape in the parameter space, and shading is the weathered zone depth,
H (m). Transect A-A0 in Figure 6a indicates the range of landscapes investigated in section 4.3.3 and
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Dependence of (a) mean topographic gradient and (b) mean valley spacing of modeled catchments on V* for small normalized initial weathered zone thicknesses. Table 2 gives the parameters used
for each of the six model runs. For clarity, only three of the runs are shown in Figure 7b, and the gray lines
are statistically signiﬁcant ﬁts for the data with V* > 5, which highlight the increase in valley spacing with
V* in the landslide-dominated regime. (c)–(e) Examples of steady state landscapes resulting from small,
moderate, and large values of V*, respectively, from run #5 (▼ symbols). Shading is elevation, z (m).
occur in this regime, and the landslide ﬂux varies dramatically in both time and space, even when the landscape is at
a temporally averaged steady state. Individual landslide
events tend to initiate in valley heads where topographic
gradients are highest and then run out and deposit weathered
material in the low order channel network. This episodic ﬂux
erodes weathered material locally at rates exceeding the
steady tectonic uplift rate and prevents the weathered zone
from attaining its predicted steady state value throughout
the model catchment (Figures 6b, 8d, 3e, and 9c).
[37] This regime requires a relatively large x*, conﬁrming
the important control initial conditions have on the behavior
of the modeled landscape. When the weathered zone is
initially very deep, a thick mantle of weathered material
already covers much of the landscape as it steepens from the
nearly ﬂat initial surface. Upstream propagation of knickpoints
as the ﬂuvial network becomes established then rapidly
steepens areas underlain by this thick weathered zone, triggering discrete landslide events. A positive feedback between the
topographic gradient and the landslide ﬂux therefore initiates
stochastic landsliding only when there is a thick mantle of
weathered material already in place. A landslide triggered in
this way typically reactivates several times at the same location
until it reduces the topographic gradient to a value where the
landslide ﬂux once again approximately balances the sum of
the ﬂux from upslope and the local tectonic ﬂux. These
landslides’ deposits are also thick compared to the steady state
weathered zone thickness and have low topographic gradients,

where V* = 0 by at least 5% but a standard deviation of
weathered zone thicknesses that does not differ from that of
landscapes where V* = 0 by more than 5%. In this regime,
V* is greater than ~ 2, indicating that the landslide ﬂux is large
relative to uplift at the length scale set by the ﬂuvial incision
and soil creep terms. These landscapes have long, low angle,
quasi-planar hillslopes, such as those in Figures 6c and 7e,
because of the large, temporally steady, but spatially variable
landslide ﬂux. However, no discrete landslides occur, and
instead, the ﬂux of material out of each location in the model
catchment exactly balances the sum of the vertical tectonic
ﬂux and the horizontal ﬂux of material from upslope into that
location at all times. The landslide term contributes a temporally constant proportion of the total ﬂux at each location,
but its relative contribution varies spatially. Because the
weathered zone thickness, which sets landslide thickness, attains its constant steady state value under these model conditions, the topographic gradient alone controls the landslide
ﬂux throughout the catchment. Landslide ﬂuxes are therefore
highest and much larger than the soil creep and ﬂuvial incision
ﬂuxes in valley heads and midway up valley side slopes where
topographic gradients are highest and the topography transitions from being convex to concave.
[36] In the upper right portion of the parameter space, we
deﬁne the “stochastic landsliding” regime as all landscapes
with topographic gradients and standard deviations of
weathered zone thicknesses that both differ from landscapes
with V* = 0 by more than 5%. Discrete landslide events
12
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Figure 8. Dependence of (a) mean topographic gradient and (b) mean valley spacing of modeled
catchments on V* for large normalized initial weathered zone thicknesses and stochastic landsliding.
Table 3 gives the parameters used for each of the four model runs. Gray lines in Figure 8b are statistically
signiﬁcant ﬁts for the data with V* > 10 and V* > 1 for runs 1 and 2, respectively. (c)–(e) Examples of
steady state landscapes resulting from small, moderate, and large values of V*, respectively, from run
#1 (blue ♦ symbols). Shading is landslide ﬂux (per unit width), qls (m2 yr1).

Figure 9. (a) Dependence of the mean topographic gradient and standard deviation of weathered zone
depths on V* along transect A-A0 in Figure 6. (b)–(d) Examples of steady state landscapes for small,
moderate, and large values of V*, colored by weathered zone thickness, H (m).
13
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[40] For each of these model landscapes, the landslide term
affects neither the mean topographic gradient (Figure 7a) nor
the mean valley spacing (Figure 7b) when V* is less than ~ 2,
and these landscapes (Figure 7c) are statistically indistinguishable from landscapes where V* = 0. At V* ~ 2, the mean
topographic gradient begins to decrease with V*, the mean
valley spacing begins to increase, and hillslopes become more
planar in both proﬁle and plan form (Figure 7d). Topographic
gradient and valley spacing continue their trajectories with
additional increases in V*, and when V* is greater than ~ 5,
the low gradient, quasi-planar hillslopes begin to approach
the scale of the modeled catchment (Figure 7e). We refer
to this critical value of V* as V*crit since it marks the transition from landscapes dominated by soil creep and ﬂuvial
incision to landscapes dominated by deep-seated landsliding. In this regime, the mean topographic gradient
tends to decrease as V*1/(p  1) (Figure 7a), as predicted by
equation (14) with K* = 0 and D* = 0. Mean valley spacing
increases as V*0.360.32, V*0.330.26, and V*0.350.13
(V*mean  95% conﬁdence interval) for model runs 2, 4, and 6,
respectively (Figure 7b).
4.3.2. Thick Initial Weathered Zones
[41] To determine how thick normalized initial weathered
zones affect the nature of the transition from soil creep and
ﬂuvial incision dominated landscapes to deep-seated landslide dominated landscapes, we ran another series of models
with different maximum weathering rates (equation (12)),
which gave thin steady state weathered zone thicknesses
and therefore large normalized initial weathered zone
thicknesses (Table 3). For this series of model runs, we kept
U = 1 mm yr1, D = 0.01 m2 yr1, and K = 0.01 yr1
constant, and then ran the model 100 times over a range of
a values and determined the mean topographic gradient
and valley spacing as described at the end of section 4.3.1.
[42] For each of these modeled landscapes, the mean
topographic gradient is unaffected when V* < V*crit
(Figures 8a and 8c). However, unlike the gradual transition
to the steady ﬂux landslide dominated regime reported in
section 4.3.1, the onset of landsliding in these model runs is
abrupt and marked by a dramatic decrease in mean topographic gradient when V* > V*crit (Figures 8a, 8d, and 8e).
In model runs 1 and 2, mean valley spacing increases with

so they persist as the landscape uplifts, and can be rapidly
incised again at a later time, repeating the cycle. Each subsequent episode of landsliding therefore typically initiates at a
different location than the previous, wherever incipient
channels rapidly incise landslide deposits. This cyclic behavior implies that model landscapes in the stochastic landsliding
regime rarely transition out of this regime, and we did not
observe such a transition in any of the model runs described
in this study. Similar positive feedbacks involving nonNewtonian ﬂow laws have been observed in ice sheet models
[Fowler and Johnson, 1996; Payne and Dongelmans, 1997;
Hindmarsh, 2009], but the speciﬁc mechanism differs. In
ice, the ﬂow law constant, a, is temperature dependent such
that increasing temperature increases the ﬂux, while in our
landslide ﬂow law, a is constant and increasing the topographic gradient increases the ﬂux.
4.3. Mean Topographic Gradient and Valley Spacing
[38] To connect these three types of landscapes to more
general, catchment-scale topographic metrics, we track the
mean topographic gradient and valley spacing produced by
models over a range of V* for several different normalized
initial weathered zone thicknesses. We ﬁrst examine thin
initial weathered zones where the landscape transitions from
no landsliding to steady landsliding with increasing V*.
We then investigate thick initial weathered zones where
the landscape transitions from no landsliding to stochastic
landsliding. Last, we explore moderate initial weathered
zones, which can result in all three landscape types.
4.3.1. Thin Initial Weathered Zones
[39] For thin initial weathered zones (x* < 0.85), we ran a
series of models as described in section 3.3 with six different
combinations of parameters on the right-hand side of
equation (19) and tracked the mean topographic gradient and
mean valley spacing of the resulting steady state topography
(Table 2 and Figure 7). We ﬁrst determined unique combinations of U, D, and K that produced landscapes with mean
topographic gradients ranging from ~ 0.1 to 0.5 with the
landslide term set to zero. We then ran the model 100 times,
each time with a different value of a, suggested by our
estimates in section 4.1, in order to span a wide range of V*
that included the transition from soil creep and ﬂuvial incision
dominated landscapes to deep-seated landslide dominated
landscapes. We determined mean valley spacing by ﬁrst estimating the power spectrum of the steady state topography
using the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform [Perron
et al., 2008b]. We then normalized the power spectrum by a
red noise spectrum with a lag-1 autocorrelation of a = 0.7
[Gilman et al., 1963; Torrence and Compo, 1997], which gave
the best ﬁt to the majority of the model-generated power
spectra. Last, we deﬁned the wavelength at the peak of this
normalized spectrum as the characteristic valley spacing.

Table 3. Parameters Used to Generate Figure 9a
Run #

P0 (m yr1)
3

2.0  10
1.7  103
1.3  103
1.1  103

1
2
3
4

x (m)

x*

a Range (m3 kg3 yr5)

Symbol

2.8
2.1
0.9
0.4

1.25
1.67
3.89
8.75

1065–1059
1067–1061
1064–1058
1066–1060

♦
+
●
?

U = 1 mm yr1, D = 0.01 m2 yr1, and K = 0.01 yr1 held constant.

a

Table 2. Parameters Used to Generate Figure 8
Run #
1
2
3
4
5
6

U (m yr1)
5

1.0  10
1.0  105
1.0  104
1.0  104
1.0  104
1.0  103

D (m2 yr1)
3

4.0  10
4.0  103
1.0  102
1.0  102
1.0  102
1.0  102

K (yr1)
4

3.0  10
2.0  104
3.0  103
1.3  103
7.0  104
7.0  103

P0 (m yr1)
5

2.0  10
2.0  105
2.0  104
2.0  104
2.0  104
4.0  103
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H0 (m)

x*

a range (m3 kg3 yr5)

Symbol

8
16
12
8
16
16

0.63
0.32
0.42
0.63
0.32
0.16

1065–1059
1067–1061
1064–1058
1066–1060
1067–1061
1068–1062

♦
+
●
▲
▼
?
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V* when V* > V*crit, but mean valley spacing is insensitive to
V* over the range investigated for model runs 3 and 4
(Figure 7b and Table 3). To qualitatively explain this
difference, we note that where landslides deposit material,
the ﬂuvial network must incise at this long-term deposition
rate in addition to the background uplift rate for the landscape
to maintain a temporally averaged steady state. When steady
state weathered zones are relatively thin (runs 3 and 4),
landslides are generally small with thin deposits, and the
deposition rate is therefore small compared to the background
uplift rate. In this scenario, the ﬂuvial incision term can keep
pace with both uplift and landslide deposition without major
adjustments in channel slope or reconﬁguration of the drainage
network. However, when steady state weathered zones are
thick (runs 1 and 2), landslide deposits are also thick, and the
rate of deposition is large compared to the background uplift
rate. In this case, the drainage network tends to steepen and
reconﬁgure itself in order to acquire more drainage area above
the locations of landslide deposits in order for incision to keep
pace with the more rapid landslide deposition in addition to
uplift. This combination of increasing drainage area above
landslide deposits, increasing landslide size, and increasing
long-term landslide deposition rate effectively widens valley
spacing.
4.3.3. Moderate Initial Weathered Zones
[43] For moderate normalized initial weathered zone thicknesses (x* ~ 0.8), which can produce all three landscape
classes, we characterized landscapes along transect A-A0 in
Figure 6 (Figure 9). In these model runs, we maintained a
predicted steady state weathered zone thickness (equation
(16)) of x = 4.4 m (P0 = 0.003 and H0 = 4), and varied a from
1062 to 1058 m3 kg3 yr5. Other parameters were U = 1
mm yr1, K = 0.01 yr1, and D = 0.01 m2 yr1.
[44] Similar to the case of steady landsliding, the mean
topographic gradient begins to decrease at V* ~ 2 and rolls
over to decrease more rapidly after V*crit ~ 5 (Figure 9a).
However, tracking the standard deviation of the weathered
zone thicknesses highlights how the landscape transitions
through the stochastic landsliding regime only when
V* ~ 10 to 70. For V* less then ~ 10, the standard deviation
of weathered zone thicknesses remains low and consistent
among model runs as the landscape transitions from the no
landsliding to the steady landsliding regime. However, at
V* ~ 10 a large fraction of model runs generate stochastic
landsliding, marked by the approximately ﬁvefold increase
in the maximum standard deviation of weathered zone
thicknesses. Stochastic landsliding directly causes this
increase in variability by perturbing the weathered zone to
shallower depths at landslide initiation sites and thickening
the weathered zone in depositional areas (Figure 9c). This
effect is strongest when V* is just greater than V*crit, and
the variability of weathered zone thickness tends to decrease
with further increases of V*. By V* ~ 50, most model runs do
not produce any stochastic landsliding, and those that do
have only modestly elevated standard deviations of weathered zone thickness, marking a gradual transition to the
steady landsliding regime once V* exceeds ~ 70 (Figure 9d).

values. We therefore brieﬂy explore the effects of higher
ﬂow law exponents on landscapes in the stochastic landsliding
regime. To isolate the effects of p, we ﬁrst take run #2
from Table 3 with a = 2.4  1060 m3 kg3 yr5 as a reference
model, which falls in the stochastic landsliding regime at
V* ~ 3.6 and x* ~ 1.6, and run the model with these parameters
50 times to determine the mean topographic gradient and
standard deviation of weathered zone thicknesses produced
by this combination of parameters. We then run two additional series of 50 model runs each, one with p = 5 and
a = 2.46  1098 m5 kg5 yr9, and the other with p = 7 and
a = 2.27  10136 m7 kg7 yr13, since these combinations
of a and p give approximately the same landslide ﬂux
(equation (11)) for the mean thickness and topographic
gradient of the reference case. For p = 3, 5, and 7, the mean
topographic gradients of the modeled landscapes are
0.34  0.03, 0.30  0.04, and 0.29  0.03 (mean  95%
conﬁdence interval), and the standard deviations of weathered
zone thicknesses are 2.10  0.78, 2.09  1.28, and
2.08  1.51 m. This indicates that landscapes shaped by landslides with different ﬂow law exponents, but similar ﬂuxes for
a given topographic gradient and thickness, are morphologically similar and cannot be statistically distinguished based
on their topographic attributes alone.
[46] Although the value of the ﬂow law exponent does not
affect the shape of the modeled landscapes, all else being
equal, it does dramatically inﬂuence the maximum magnitude of the episodic ﬂuxes of sediment from stochastic landslides (Figure 10). To illustrate, we track the mean landslide
ﬂux at each timestep of model runs with p = 3, 5, and 7
over ~ 700 ky. For p = 3, the maximum mean landslide ﬂux
is ~ 1 m2 yr1, and it increases to ~ 103 m2 yr1 when p = 5
and to ~ 105 m2 yr1 when p = 7. This reﬂects the transition
to landslides that behave more like threshold hillslopes as
the landslide ﬂux becomes increasingly nonlinear. For
higher values of the ﬂow law exponent, the landslide ﬂux
is increasingly sensitive to H or |rz| so that minor changes
in either of these quantities can cause dramatic increases in
the landslide ﬂux. However, these more than order of

4.4. Effects of the Flow Law Exponent
[45] All model runs discussed above used a ﬂow law
exponent of p = 3, but the velocity proﬁles of many deepseated landslides observed in nature are better ﬁt with higher

Figure 10. Mean landslide ﬂux (per unit width) versus time
for ~ 700 ky model runs with p = 3, 5, and 7 as described in
section 4.4.
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magnitude changes in the maximum landslide ﬂux only
slightly increase the time-averaged landslide ﬂux over
the ~ 700 ky model run from 0.05 m2 yr1 for p = 3 to 0.07
and 0.08 m2 yr1 for p = 5 and 7, respectively.

of ~ 105 m2 and then decreases more rapidly in agreement
with the ﬂuvial incision model. This documents how
stochastic landsliding in the model removes weathered material from the parts of the catchment with the lowest drainage
areas and the steepest slopes and then deposits this material
in the valley network, locally steepening low order channels
(Figures 6b, 8d, and 8e). In both landsliding regimes, the slope
is less than that of the no landsliding regime at low drainage
areas but greater at high drainage areas because the landslide
term contributes to net deposition in these concave areas of
the landscape, forcing them to be steeper in order for ﬂuvial incision to keep up with the uplift rate.
[48] The slope-area plots from the stochastic and steady
landsliding regimes both exhibit some characteristics of
those documented in our study areas (Figure 4). The model’s
coarser spatial resolution does not resolve the initial peak in
topographic gradient at ~ 20 m2 evident in the lidar-derived
slope-area plots but does capture the transition from the
landslide-dominated lower drainage areas to the ﬂuvial
incision dominated higher drainage areas. In the steady
landsliding regime, the slight increase of topographic gradient
with drainage area, followed by the more rapid power law
decline is similar to scaling regimes III and IV observed in
our study areas. However, the stochastic landsliding regime
lacks this increase in slope with drainage area, and instead
appears to transition directly from regime II to regime IV. Both
steady and stochastic landsliding push the transition to the
ﬂuvial incision dominated part of the slope-area plot to higher
drainage areas, but stochastic landsliding pushes this transition
point to larger drainage areas than steady landsliding.
Although neither steady nor stochastic landsliding in the
model produces all the characteristics of the lidar-derived
slope-area plots, both types of landscapes capture the general
trends of reduced topographic gradients near drainage divides,
where landslides erode material, and steepened topographic
gradients in the channel network, where landslides deposit
material. This pushes the transition to the ﬂuvial incision
dominated part of the landscape to higher drainage areas.

4.5. Topographic Signatures
[47] The topography associated with each of the three
landscape types is recorded by the dependence of topographic gradient on drainage area (Figure 11). In generating
Figure 11, we averaged the slope-area plots from all model
landscapes in the no landsliding regime shown in Figure 6
and all landscapes with mean topographic gradients between
0.2 and 0.3 for the steady and stochastic landsliding regimes.
In the no landsliding regime, the landscape consists of stable
ridges and valleys and is dissected by the channel network
down to the model’s grid resolution in this example.
Because of this, slopes are steepest at the smallest drainage
areas and then decrease as a power law function of drainage
area with a slope of 1 for areas greater than ~ 3  103 m2,
consistent with our model for ﬂuvial incision (equation
(2)). This power law slope differs from 0.5, as predicted
by our choice of m = 0.5 (section 3.3), because our numerical
scheme assumes a channel width function that depends on
drainage area (equation (A4)). In the steady landsliding
regime, the topographic gradient ﬁrst increases gradually up
to a drainage area of ~ 104 m2. This reﬂects the large landslide
ﬂux, relative to soil creep and ﬂuvial incision, which predicts
that for a constant landslide thickness, the magnitude of the
topographic gradient should slightly increase nonlinearly
with distance from a divide (equation (11)). For areas greater
than ~ 104 m2, slope decreases rapidly as a power law in agreement with equation (2). In the stochastic landsliding regime,
the topographic gradient decreases steadily to a drainage area

4.6. Uplift Rate and Catchment Relief
[49] To put our landscape evolution model in a broader
spatial and temporal context, we determined how topographic
relief varies with uplift rate in each of the three landscape types
produced by the model (Figure 12). To construct each reliefuplift rate curve we let D = 0.01 m2 yr1, K = 0.01 yr1,
H0 = 4 m, a = 1  1060 m3 kg3 yr5, and U = 0.05 to 5 mm
yr1 and recorded the maximum elevation of each steady state
modeled catchment. For the steady landsliding regime we
let P0 ~ 7U in order to have a thin normalized initial
weathered zone of x* ~ 0.4 and a steady state weathered
zone thickness of ~ 8 m, for the stochastic landsliding regime
we let P0 ~ 2U to give x* ~ 1.2 and x ~ 3 m, and for the no
landsliding regime we let a = 0.
[50] In the no landsliding regime and for this combination
of parameters, relief increases with uplift rate as U0.990.03,
(Umean  95% conﬁdence interval) which is consistent with
equation (2) when n = 1 [Whipple and Tucker, 1999] and
predicted by equation (14) with D* = 0 and V* = 0
(Figure 12). The extent and steepness of the ﬂuvial network
therefore generates the majority of the total catchment relief
with hillslopes above ﬁrst-order valleys contributing only a
small fraction of total relief. Catchments in the steady

Figure 11. Representative slope-area plots from the no
landsliding, steady landsliding, and stochastic landsliding regimes, averaged in 20 evenly spaced logarithmic bins. All
modeled landscapes in the no landsliding regime from Figure 6
were used to determine the representative plot for no landsliding, while only landscapes with mean topographic gradients
between 0.2 and 0.3 were used to determine the representative
plots for both the steady and stochastic landsliding regimes.
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geophysical data could also potentially constrain the ﬂow
law parameters. For example, high-resolution topographic
data (lidar) and repeat aerial photographs or satellite interferometry could provide spatially extensive information about
topographic gradient and surface deformation [Hilley et al.,
2004; Strozzi et al., 2005; Schwab et al., 2008; Roering
et al., 2009; Mackey and Roering, 2011; Delong et al.,
2012], while shallow geophysics such as shallow seismic,
ground penetrating radar, or electrical resistivity could provide spatially extensive thickness information [Jongmans
and Garambois, 2007; Travelletti and Malet, 2012].
[52] The model also provides a framework to predict how
deep-seated landslide prone landscapes might respond to
changes in climatic forcing. Changes in precipitation could
affect the landslide ﬂux by changing landslide average
velocity or landslide thickness (equation (4)). Regarding
velocity, many slow-moving landslides move seasonally
once the groundwater table has risen sufﬁciently to raise
pore water pressures and decrease the effective normal
stresses [Iverson and Major, 1987]. After the onset of
motion during the wet season, velocity often correlates with
precipitation [Keefer and Johnson, 1983], and these wet season velocities are typically large and relatively constant
compared to the much slower dry season velocities [Iverson
and Major, 1987; Zhang et al., 1993; Coe et al., 2003;
Schulz et al., 2009b]. This suggests that slow-moving landslides respond to longer wet seasons by moving slightly
faster and for a longer period of time compared to dry years.
The parameter a, which is based empirically on a landslide’s
deformation over a given time scale, is sensitive to this
behavior if the time scale is longer than seasonal, with a
proportionately larger value of a resulting from a longer
period of landslide movement in a given season. Regarding
landslide thickness, changes in the amount and duration of
precipitation might affect H in the model by speeding up
or slowing down weathering. In clay-rich lithologies such
as those in our study areas, cyclic wetting and drying often
drives weathering so that the weathering front tends to track
the position of the lowest groundwater table [Ollier, 1969;
Franklin and Chandra, 1972; Matsukura and Mizuno,
1986; Stephenson and Kirk, 2000; Rempe et al., 2010;
Rempe and Dietrich, 2012]. Since this sets landslide thickness in our model, deeper weathering, perhaps due to a
temporary period of decreased precipitation, would increase
landslide ﬂux once precipitation increased again. In the
context of our Waipaoa study area, the rapid incision beginning ~ 18 k. a. [Berryman et al., 2000] lowered river
channel elevations and groundwater levels, resulting in deeper
weathering and perhaps a dramatic increase in deep-seated
landsliding [Gage and Black, 1979].
[53] If a landscape is near a border between the regimes of
Figure 6, such climatic changes might cause dramatic shifts
in landslide behavior. We ﬁrst consider a change in the
duration of the wet season, which affects the parameter a
as described above. For a landscape in the no landsliding
regime, an increase in a would shift the landscape to the right
on Figure 6, possibly causing an abrupt transition to stochastic
landsliding if the weathering zone is thick relative to its steady
state value, or a gradual transition to steady landsliding if the
weathering zone is thin relative to its steady state value.
For landscapes near the center of Figure 6, an increase in a
could possibly push the landscape from the steady landsliding

Figure 12. Relief versus uplift rate curves for modeled landscapes in each of the three landsliding regimes. In the no
landsliding regime, relief scales as U0.990.03 which is consistent with the ﬂuvial incision model with n = 1; in the steady
landsliding regime, relief scales as U0.910.02; and in the
stochastic landsliding regime, relief scales as U0.850.03.
Landsliding therefore weakly but statistically signiﬁcantly
weakens the dependence of total catchment relief on uplift rate.
landsliding regime generally have less total relief for a given
uplift rate, and relief scales as U0.910.02, while catchments
in the stochastic landsliding regime have even less relief for
a given U, and relief scales as U0.850.03. Both these reliefuplift scaling exponents are statistically signiﬁcantly lower
than that of the no landsliding regime, indicating that the presence of landsliding, especially stochastic landsliding, in the
model slightly weakens the dependence of catchment relief
on uplift rate. If landsliding were the only important process
in the model (D* = 0 and K* = 0 in equation (14)), catchment
relief would be the same as the local hillslope relief and would
scale as U1/p [Booth and Roering, 2011]. However, the fact
that the scaling exponents in both landsliding regimes are
fairly close to unity indicates that the ﬂuvial network still plays
an important role in setting overall catchment relief, so long as
the ﬂuvial incision term is large enough to dissect the model
catchment into ridges and valleys.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
[51] Our landscape evolution model captured the most salient characteristics of our study areas and should be adaptable to a wide variety of other landscapes. To apply the
model to a given study area, one needs to independently estimate as many of the parameters in equations (11) and (13)
as possible, some of which are more challenging to infer
than others. For the landslide term, borehole deformation
data, as we exploited here, is one way to estimate the key
landslide parameters a and p. Since the model is meant to
simulate long-term (longer than ~ 103 yr) landscape evolution, such measurements should record deformation over at
least a season of movement in order for a and p to be representative of their average, long-term values. Also, for the
shallow ﬂow approximation to be most valid, deformation
data should come from parts of a landslide with a constant
topographic gradient and thickness, where longitudinal
stresses are minimal. A combination of remote sensing and
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regime to the stochastic landsliding regime, or further to the
right, from the stochastic landsliding regime to the steady
landsliding regime. A change in the position of the groundwater table, due to a change in the magnitude of precipitation
seasonality, would affect landslide thickness as described in
the preceding paragraph. An increase in thickness would shift
a landscape up and strongly to the right on Figure 6 more
dramatically than an increase in a since V* increases
nonlinearly as xp+2. This implies that a slight increase in
weathered zone thickness could push a landscape from the
no landsliding regime to either of the landsliding regimes
depending on the weathered zone thickness. Although we
focused on p = 3 in this study, higher values of p relevant to
landslides with very thin shear zones would increase the
sensitivity of V* to x, which we expect would cause such
transitions to be even more abrupt.
[54] In conclusion, we proposed a general, mechanistic
geomorphic transport law for slow-moving, deep-seated
landslides and implemented this law in a landscape evolution model to determine the geomorphic conditions at which
landsliding is important in shaping topography. The model
generated three classes of landscapes—those with no
landsliding, steady landsliding, and stochastic landsliding.
We derived a non-dimensional landslide number, deﬁned
as the ratio of the characteristic horizontal landslide ﬂux to
the vertical tectonic ﬂux, which characterized each of these
landscape types in combination with the model’s initial
conditions. If the initial weathered zone thickness, which set
landslide thickness, was small relative to its steady state value,
landscapes transitioned gradually from the no landsliding
regime to the steady landsliding regime with increases in the
non-dimensional landslide number. In this steady landsliding
regime, the large landslide ﬂux systematically reduced mean
topographic gradients and widened valley spacing, but this
ﬂux remained constant in both time and space once the model
attained a topographic steady state. If the initial weathered
zone was thick relative to its steady state value, landscapes
transitioned abruptly from the no landsliding to the stochastic
landsliding regime at a critical value of the non-dimensional
landslide number. In this stochastic landsliding regime,
discrete landslides episodically transported material at rates
exceeding the long-term average erosion rate, and the
locations of these landslides varied through time. Reduced
topographic gradients, wider valley spacing, and highly variable weathered zone thicknesses characterized this landscape
regime. When the initial weathered zone thickness was the
same order as the steady state thickness, the landscape
transitioned through all three landscape types with increases
in the non-dimensional landslide number. Both the stochastic
and steady landsliding regimes produced slope-area plots with
some of the same characteristics as those of our two study
areas. Landsliding reduced topographic gradients at low drainage areas where landslides initiated in the model, increased
topographic gradients in the low order channel network where
landslides deposited material, and thereby pushed the transition to the ﬂuvial incision dominated parts of the landscape
to higher drainage areas. We suggest that this is the ﬁrst landscape evolution model to accurately capture the most salient
features of slow-moving, deep-seated landslides in the context
of landscape evolution, and that our proposed geomorphic
transport law for these landslides is adaptable to a wide range
of geologic settings.

Appendix A: Numerical Solution of Equations (12)
and (13)
[55] We solved the coupled equations (12) and (13) by tracking the time evolution of the bedrock elevation, b, and the land
surface elevation, z, on a ﬁnite difference grid. For each time
step of duration Δt, we determined b using the explicit scheme
0 
 zki;j
Δt64U  P0 expB
@
2

k
bkþ1
i;j ¼ bi;j þ

 bki;j
H0

13
C7
A5;

(A1)

where the subscripted i and j refer to indices of locations
within the model domain, and the superscripted k indexes
the time step. We determined z using the explicit scheme
k
zkþ1
i;j ¼ zi;j þ Δt

 k
@z
:
@t

(A2)

[56] To approximate @z/@t at time step k, we used ﬁnite difference approximations of the derivatives in each of the terms
on the right-hand side of equation (13). For the ﬂuvial incision
term, we used an upwind scheme, which deﬁnes the topographic gradient as the forward difference in the direction of
steepest descent [Pelletier, 2008, p. 93], such that
jrzji;j ¼

Δz
dx

;

(A3)

D8

where Δz is the change in elevation over a horizontal
distance of dx and the subscripted D8 indicates the direction
of steepest descent between a node and its eight nearest
neighbors [O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984]. If the steepest
descent is in the x or y direction, dx = Δx and Δz
= zi1,j 
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
zi,j or zi,j1  zi,j, while on the diagonal, dx = 2Δx2 and
Δz = zi1,j1  zi,j, assuming a grid spacing of Δx in both
the x and y directions. We also calculated the drainage area using
the D8 algorithm. To minimize potential grid size effects arising
from the ﬂuvial incision model, we assumed that all channels in
the model catchment have a width, w, that is smaller than the
grid size and given by the empirical relationship
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ai;j :

wi;j ¼ 0:005

(A4)

[57] During each time step, the numerical scheme determined the volume of erosion in a channel of width w and
length Δx and then distributed this amount of erosion evenly
over the entire grid cell [Howard, 1994; Perron et al.,
2008a; Carretier et al., 2009]. Substituting equation (A4)
into the ﬂuvial incision model (equation (2)) subject to these
assumptions gives the ﬂuvial incision rate in a grid cell as

ei;j ¼

0:005KAi;mjþ0:5 jrzjni;j
Δx

;

(A5)

which has an additional factor of A0.5 compared to equation
(2). For m = 0.5 as used in this study, this technique therefore
generates highly concave channel longitudinal proﬁles such
that |rz| / A1 at large drainage areas rather than a more
commonly observed scaling of |rz| / A0.5 (Figure 11).
The upwind scheme (equation (A3)) introduces numerical
diffusion [Smolarkiewicz, 1983] with an effective diffusivity,
Dnum, that varies spatially in the case of the ﬂuvial incision
model and depends on the size of the time step:
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Dnum i; j

!
n1
ΔtKwi;j Am
i;j jrzji;j
1
:
Δx2

n1
Kwi;j Am
i;j jrzji;j
¼
2

Appendix B: Time Step Resolution Tests

(A6)

[61] To conﬁrm that our identiﬁcation of the stochastic
landsliding regime was not an artifact of the time step
chosen for the numerical solution, we ran a series of models
with maximum time steps of Δtmax, 0.1Δtmax, and 0.01Δtmax,
using the same parameter values as in Run #2 of section
4.3.2 (Table 3 and Figure 8). Over this two order of magnitude range in time steps, the scaling of the mean topographic
gradient and the scaling of the standard deviation of weathered zone thicknesses with the non-dimensional landslide
number are indistinguishable, and the abrupt transition
from the no landsliding to the stochastic landsliding regime
occurs at the same value of V* ~ 1.5 (Figure B1a). Additionally, we recorded a time series of the mean landslide
ﬂux (per unit width) for three simulations with the different
time steps and a = 2.44  1060 m3 kg3 yr5 (Figure B1b).
Although the timing of individual landslides in each
time series is different, the means and standard deviations
of the ﬂux for each time series are statistically indistinguishable with qls = 0.05  0.02 m2 yr1 (mean  standard deviation)
when Δt = Δtmax, qls = 0.07  0.04 m2 yr1 when Δt = 0.1Δtmax,
and qls = 0.06  0.03 m2 yr1 when Δt = 0.01Δtmax. These lines
of evidence suggest that the stochastic landsliding regime is
not a numerical artifact and instead results from feedbacks
in the governing equations between landsliding and
weathering given certain initial conditions (section 4.2).

[58] We eliminated this effect by applying the Smolarkiewicz
[1983] correction
ΔðDnum jrzjÞ
Δz~i;j ¼ Δt
dx

;

(A7)

D8

kþ1
where Δz~i;j indicates a small correction to be made to zi;j
each time step. For the soil creep term, we discretized the
Laplacian operator using a ﬁve-point stencil:

r2 z ¼

ziþ1;j þ zi1;j þ zi;jþ1 þ zi;j1  4zi;j
:
Δx2

(A8)

[59] The landslide term has the form of a nonlinear diffusion equation, which generally requires the use of staggered
grids for conditional stability in a ﬁnite difference model.
We implemented this technique following Oerlemans and
van der Veen [1984] by ﬁrst calculating the effective
nonlinear diffusivity as
Deff i;j ¼

aðrls gÞp


ziþ1;j zi1;j 2
2Δx

þ

zi;jþ1 zi;j1 2 p1
2
2Δx

Hi;jpþ2

pþ2

;

(A9)

where Hi,j = zi,j  bi,j, at each node in the regular ﬁnite
difference grid. We then calculated the ﬂux on a staggered
grid consisting of points halfway between each of the nodes
in the regular ﬁnite difference grid in the x and y directions.
For example, the ﬂux at the point on the staggered grid
halfway between the node at (i,j) and (i + 1,j) is
qls i þ 21 =2; j ¼

Deff

iþ1;j

þ Deff
2

ziþ1;j  zi;j
;
Δx

i;j

(A10)

which is in the x direction. Using equivalent expressions for
the ﬂux at the three remaining neighboring nodes in the staggered grid, the divergence of the landslide ﬂux at node (i,j) is
ðrqls Þi;j ¼

qlsiþ1 =2 ;j  qlsi1 =2 ;j þ qlsi;jþ1 =2  qlsi;j1 =2
:
Δx

(A11)

[60] The above ﬁnite difference scheme implies different
maximum stable time steps for the ﬂuvial incision, soil
creep, and landslide terms given by
Δx

Δt ≤ 
KwAm jrzjn1

;

(A12)

max

Δt ≤
and Δt ≤

Δx
;
2D
2

Δx2
;
4ðDeff Þmax

(A13)
(A14)

respectively, where the subscripted max indicates the maximum value of the quantity in parentheses within the model
domain. We used an adaptable time step equal to the minimum of equations (A12)–(A14), which for most simulated
landscapes was set either by the ﬂuvial incision term at the
node with the greatest drainage area or by the landslide term
where the quantity |rz|p  1Hp+2 was greatest.

Figure B1. (a) Mean topographic gradient (black symbols)
and standard deviation of weathered zone thicknesses (gray
symbols) versus V* and (b) mean landslide ﬂux (per unit
width) versus time for models run with time steps of Δtmax,
0.1Δtmax, and 0.01Δtmax and all other parameters equal.
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